Address revenue cycle problems at the root
...and achieve sustainable financial success

PERFORM™
helps solve common reporting
issues, including:
Practice data and information
housed in a number of disparate locations
Time needed to collect,
generate and analyze reports
Utilizing historical data to
conduct operational analyses
rather than real-time data

Revenue cycle waste has a price tag in the hundred billions; medical billing
complexity alone wastes more than $375 billion annually. Practices are
continually challenged to maximize revenue collection and accelerate cash
flow, while also increasing staff productivity and finding new ways for staff
to work smarter, not harder.
At the heart of these inefficiencies are revenue cycle bottlenecks, which can
reoccur weekly, daily, hourly or even more frequently. Healthcare organizations must identify these bottlenecks and understand why they occur before
gaining long-term, sustainable revenue cycle improvements. Navicure®
Perform™ allows clients to quickly find the insights they need in real time,
with feature-rich reporting software.

PERFORM clients have reduced bad-debt write off, days in A/R
and time spent reporting and compiling data with 4 key features:
Flexible dashboards let you zero
in on issues in four key performance
areas: submission, rejection, denial,
and cash flow

CLIENT EXPERIENCE

Aggregate enterprise-wide data,

across disparate locations, databases and
practice management systems—so you
can review and gain maximum insight

Drill down into remittance and
claim data details so you can take
action to resolve issues and improve
cash flow in real time.

in net collections

20% increase in revenue
CLIENT EXPERIENCE

Powerful filters to slice the data any
way you’d like with turnkey, interactive,
and agile reports that make it easy
to gain insights and resolve issues

4% increase

CLIENT EXPERIENCE

CLIENT EXPERIENCE

collection without increasing
number of patients seen

up to 20% reduction
in time spent managing
denials and rejections

50% decrease
in days in A/R

Clients Have Said:
“[We] used to have to

“Navicure Perform has helped us

“I’m able to print reports that

extrapolate all of the data, drop it

make staff 10% more efficient on

show exactly the data our

into spreadsheets, create pivot

average, and freed up 35%

leadership wants to see, all in a

tables, etc., to generate the

of the claim administrator's day,

compelling visual format.”

needed reports, which could take

allowing them to focus more on

4-6 hours per report versus less

collections than submissions.”

than 30 minutes post-Navicure
Perform.”

- ADMINISTRATOR,
SMALL PRACTICE

- ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR,
SMALL PRACTICE

Generate a Return on Investment
in as Little as Four Months!
Increase revenue
Accelerate cash flow
Reduce cost and effort of staff

*Mcaskill, Ryan, Medical Billing Complexity Wastes $375 Billion Annually, RevCycleIntelligence, January 2015

To learn more about Navicure Perform,
Contact Navicure, now known as Waystar: 1-877-NAVICURE
or visit us at www.navicure.com.

ABOUT WAYSTAR
Waystar is the combination of Navicure and ZirMed, the two top-rated providers
of revenue cycle technologies. Waystar simplifies and unifies the healthcare
revenue cycle with innovative technology that allows clients to collect more
with less cost and less stress, so they can focus on their goals, patients,
and communities.
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-ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR,
MID-SIZED PRACTICE

